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Asana: 
Bridge (3-Asanas in Bridge Position)
Dolphin (Arm Variation)
Side Plank (Basic Beginning Variation)

Description:

Bridge:
 3-Asanas using the Bridge Position
Supine in a Bridge position on your mat for All three asanas, All are done on both sides with both arms 
on the mat next to the body/palms facing down and approximately 4+ on each side. You can add, 
according to how you feel and how your strength develops. The slower you move with each the more 
effective the movement always trying to move consciously with the breath (Guidelines when possible: 
up and open/inhale, down and release/exhale).

This First asana has four parts:
Left leg bent/foot on mat with ankle under the knee if possible (end knee position is knee still over 
ankle), right leg straight/flat on the mat with engaged/flexed foot.
#1 Engage the core and proceed with raising the straight right leg to 90 degrees/slowly
#2 Keeping the leg in the end position, lift the torso to a Bridge
pause (length of time is your choice)
#3 Release the lift/Bridge until buttocks returns to the mat
#4 Then slowly release the right leg back to the mat. 

As this is done in four distinct steps, please do not overlap.
 
You have options with the breath: one long inhale for the first two steps and then slow exhale on the 
last two steps and adding a pause when lifted. An additional breath if necessary at the mid-phase or 
two breaths during all four movements possible even beginning with exhale. Do what feel natural and if 
you have more questions we can clarify in class.

The Second asana:
Begin with both legs bent and ankles placed directly under knees 

Place the outside of your left ankle on your right thigh slightly above the knee.

Being mindful the hips remain open and as level as possible to each other and the corresponding foot 
(depending upon your hip). Always being aware as to how level the hips are also during movement.

Lift the torso into Bridge, either rolling or a straight back lift, your choice depending on your individual 
need and condition.

The Third asana:
With the left leg bent (follow same leg placement as mentioned before) and right leg straight/flat on the 
mat with engaged/flexed foot.

Lift torso into a bridge, initially keeping right heel on mat. When you have attained your lift position then 
take the right heel, along with the leg, off the mat but only slightly, It should not come any higher than 
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just below hip height, which probably wont’ be very high. The heel may only come up a few inches or 
even less.

If you can see your foot it is definitely too high, lower it until you feel as if the leg is hanging/dragging 
the hips down but don’t let it do so.  Try to keep the hips level. It is not a question of how high you go 
but how you do it.

You will feel that you have reached the correct height of the extended leg when it becomes more 
difficult and you will feel another set of muscles being asked to do the work.

For this asana, if you are doing it correct with a slight hold, you may not even be able to do four on 
each side. 

You are only asked in my classes to do what you can, honor your body, every day is different and will 
be forever changing as long as you continue to do.

Dolphin: 
Adaptation/Variation: the only change is to place the forearms perpendicular to the front edge of your 
mat/palms and fingers (middle finger pointing directly forward) flat on the mat. 
 
The elbows are in the same place as the interlaced hand version, they will again have a tendency to 
slide outwards, please try to keep them within shoulder distance apart.

This arm variation may be easier for some students, be mindful how far you go forward as you still will 
need to stretch back towards Child’s pose. Still keeping the hips directly over the knees with the knees 
hip to shoulder width apart at the beginning of each movement.

Side Plank (Basic Beginning Variation):
For anyone have any problem with plank this is where you should begin and possible again the 
wall also.
Begin in the bent arm position on one side, hips stacked, knees bent on top of each other and feet 
stacked. 

If you are on your right side and the right elbow is under the right shoulder (forearm perpendicular to 
the body), place the left hand in from the the chest.

Leaning slight forward with the left shoulder begin by lifting the buttocks/hip and if possible also the 
thigh, the knees stay down int he beginning.

If you are not feeling completely stable and/or would like to see how this lift should feel, I suggest you 
place the back of the body (shoulders/hips/feet on the wall. Trying this position, even if you are 
proficient in the more advanced versions of side plank, will show one the proper shoulder alignment for 
any version.

Using your free hand to lift your buttocks and thighs and once you have lifted take the same hand and 
reach up with the arm trying to bring the straight arm directly over the shoulder towards the wall and 
eventually the hand/arm will be on the wall.
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Keep using the wall until you have built up the strength to be comfortable in the end position for multiple 
breaths.

The next step will be eventually straightening the legs, little by little, until they are straight either stacked 
or with the upper leg in front of the lower one aligned feet heel to toes.

Coming off the wall when you are steady, familiar and stronger.

Quote:
Centuries old Yogic Philosophy:

Your thoughts will lead to your actions and your actions will become your habits.
Your habits will determine your character and ultimately your character will determine your destiny.

Pause for a moment and recollect what kind of thoughts have you been having?

Essential Oil: doTerra: Serenity
Available here in OWV at The Living Temple, a retail shop specializing in products for healthy living, ask 
for Robin.  http://www.thelivingtemple.com/

Music:   Deuter  “Sea & Silence” plus George Winston “The Summer” for Savasana

Miscellaneous: 
Book Suggestion:
On the subject of what it takes to become qualified in a specific field regarding the10,000 hour 
philosophy, a good read would be “The Outliers” by Malcolm Gladwell
http://gladwell.com/outliers/

Looking for some help/advise/suggestions regarding health matters and nutrition: 
“Medical Medium” and “Life Changing Foods” by Anthony William
http://www.medicalmedium.com/

Feedback: Please feel free to comment and give suggestions as to what you are enjoying or maybe 
not. Are there aspect of class which you would like to see more of, specific asanas or working with 
specific parts of the body?

If I were to offer workshops in the Spring, what would you like to know more about, any suggestions?
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